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Serious games for active ageing

A. ABELLARD, P. ABELLARD. Serious games for active ageing. Gerontechnology 
15(suppl):145s; doi:10.4017/gt.2016.15.s.747.00  Purpose  Serious Games are still struggling to 
find their place among the tools for therapeutic use in neurorehabilitation1, but as they enable 
a precise and quantified monitoring and a program for future exercises or workouts2, more and 
more therapists and medical personnel are considering using them3.  Method  Among the 
Serious Games we have developed last years, three of them are presented: bowling, curling 
and bowl. They have been developed with the Unity 3D game engine (Unity Technologies), a 
computer and a sensor game (Wiimote or Kinect). The person is immersed in a 3D environ-
ment specific to each game. By applying the therapist instructions, the patient can have a real-
time tracking of the gestural activity being performed. The acquisition of movements and data 
processing are performed in real-time. At the end of each sequence, the patient and his/her 
therapist have all the results shown as graphs and tables. This enables to quantify a gesture 
so as to correct and optimize it.  Results & Discussion  Several improvements have been 
observed and quantified as well as other results4,5: reaction time, executive functions (visual 
memory and short-term memory), reasoning, spatial 3D deductive intelligence and multitask-
ing. So, the games do not only benefit memory but also skills such as a better positioning in 
space, a greater visual acuity and improved hand-eye coordination which is very efficient. The 
mechanism of these three games is mainly based on fun, but they are useful and effective 
since they enable to focus on a target through a maximum concentration of the brain in a short 
lapse of time. Moreover, these games are easy to use, fully customizable and modifiable 
through Unity 3D.  
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Figure 1. Pétanque game introduction screen Figure 2. Example of arm movement capture 

during a ball launch in the sagittal plain 


